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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the concept of a connection between 
partially ordered sets, as a natural generalization of the concept of a Galois connec- 
tion [12,13]. In the present heory, retraction operators (idempotent maps) will play 
the role of closure operators. We shall show how all the salient features of the 
theory of Galois connections are preserved, while the scope and applicability of the 
theory are significantly enhanced. 
The basic definitions are as Jollows: We use the term ordered set to mean par- 
tially-ordered set. A map A- B from an ordered set A to an/ordered set B is 
any order-preserving function from A to B. The composite A-B- g Cof 
two yaps we write fg, in the order of composition from left to right. A retraction 
A-B is a map for which there exists a left inverse (called a corerracftion) 
A LB, such that gf is the identity map eE on the ordered set B. If A-B 
is a retraction, then B is a retract of the ordered set A. The other composite fg is 
then an idempotent map on the ordered set A, a retraction operator on A. A 
connection between two ordered sets A, B is a pair of maps 
g 
A-B 
f 
such that fgf = f and gfg = g. 
In the category of ordered sets and maps, monomorphisms are precisely those 
maps which 
fa 
re one-one, and epimorphisms are precisely those which are onto. But 
amapA- B may be both manic and epic without being an isomorphism from 
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A to B. That is, the order on A may be weaker than the order ((x, JJ) EA x.4: f(x) 5 
f(u)} induced back along the map f, and the order on B may be stronger than the 
order induced forward along the map f (that is, the smallest order yntaining all 
pairs (f(x), f(u)) E B x B, where XI y in A). A monomorphism A - B is strict 
[I] iff h t e order on A is equal to that induced back along f. An epimorphism 
A-B is costrict iff the order on B is equal to that induced forward along f. 
2. Retractions and coretractions 
If 
are maps between A and B, with gf = eB, the identity on B, then f is a retraction, g a 
coretraction, and we call (f, g) a retraction-coretraction pair. All retractions are 
costrict epimorphisms, all coretractions are strict monomorphisms. 
The examples in Fig. 1 show that the converses of these statements are false. The 
first is strict manic, but not a coretraction. The second is costrict epic, but not a 
retraction. 
Fig. 1. 
The following examples all serve to underline the fact that a single retraction or 
coretraction may participate in many distinct retraction-coretraction pairs. First, 
let A be the product A = Bx C of two ordered sets B, C. (The set A is the set of 
ordered pairs {(x, y): x E B, y E C}, grdered comtonentwise.) 
The coordinate projections A-B, A * C are retractions. These retrac- 
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tions have many possible coretractions as left inverses. For instance, if z is any fixed 
element in the ordered set C, then g(x) = (x, z) defines a coretraction g of the first 
coordinate projection. We indicate the full generality of this situation as follows: 
f 
Proposition 1. If a retraction A- B is thegfirst coordinate projection for a pro- 
duct factorization A = B x C, then a map A -B is a left inverse forf if and only 
if 
g(y) = (y, h(y)) 
where h is some map B h C. Furthermore, every map may be factored as a co- 
retraction, followed by a retraction. 
Proof. Assume A g -B is such a coretraction. For all elements y E B, the first co- 
ordinate of g(y) is f(g(y)), which is equal to y because g is a left inverse off. Let 
h(y) be the second coordinate of g(y), for all yeB. The functi;n h is the com- 
posite of two order-preserving functions, ;nd is thus a map, B - c. so g(y) = 
(y;h(y)), as required. Conversely, if B- C is any map from B to C, then the 
function g defined by the expression g(y) = (y, h(y)) is a map from B into B x C= A, 
and is a left inverse of the f!-scoordinate projection, 
Finally, the composite B- B x CL C factors an arbitrary map Bh. C 
as a coretraction followed by a retraction p (the second coordinate projection). Cl 
f As a second example, let A be a complete lattice, and let A- B be a supre- 
mum-homomorphism from A onto a complete lattice B. Then for each element 
y E B, there is a greatest among those elements XE A such that f(x) = y. Set x=g(y). 
The map g, thus defined, is right adjoint to f, 
and is a left inverse off (gf =es). Thus f is a retraction, g a coretraction. 
3. Retraction operators 
We now focus oyg attention upon the image of a coretraction A LB, and 
upon the map A- A obtained as a composite of the maps in a retraction- 
coretraction pair. 
Proposition 2. If 
ALB 
f 
is a retraction-c;retraction pair (with gf = es), ‘,he composite h = fg is an idem- 
potent map A- A. Con verse/y, if a map A - A is idempotent, then there is 
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a factorization h = fg of h, where A f - C is a retraction to some ordered set C 
and gf = ec. This factorization is unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof. If gf = eB then hh = fgfg = fg = h. Conversely, if A &.A is any idem- 
potent map, let C be the image of the map h in its induced order as a subset of the 
ordered set A. Let f be the map h, cut down to its image, and let g be the embedding 
of the image as a subset of A. For any element YE C, g(y) is in the image of h. Since 
h is idempotent, h(g(y)) =g(y) and f(g(y)) =y, for all elements y E C. 
Fig. 2. 
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If 
A‘-LsB 
s 
is any factorization. of the idempotent map A LA, with fs=ea, we establish an 
isomorphism BA C such that f=si, t = ig , as follows. Simply let i= ff. The 
map i has an inverse i-I= gs because tfgs = ts = e6 and gstf = gf = ec. Also 
si=stf=hf=fgf=f and ig=tfg=th=tst=t. 0 
Byha retraction operator on an ordered set A we mean any idempotent map 
A- A. A retraction operator h is increasing, 
(IfxeA) xsh(x), 
if and only if h is a closure operator (order-preserving, increasing, idempotent). We 
shall need the dual notion: a retraction operator is decreasing if and only if it is a co- 
closure operator. 
Let B, be a Boolesn algebra, the lattice of subsets of a two-element set. Fig. 2 
indicates the retraction’qerators on the lattice Bz, themselves lattice-ordered by the 
pointwise order on functions. The fixed elements of each retraction operator h are 
Fig. 3. 
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circled, and the inverse image h-*(x) is then marked for each element x. The identity 
function occupies a central position in this order. Above and below the identity 
function lie the closure and coclosure operators, respectively. 
We shall prove in Section 7 that the retraction operators on a finite lattice form a 
finite lattice in the pointwise order. On an ordered set A which is not a lattice, the 
ordered set of retraction operators need not be a lattice, and indeed may fall into 
separate components even if the ordered set A forms a single component (see Fig. 3). 
4. Connections 
As a natural generalization of the concept of Galois connection consider the situa- 
tion in which a pair p, q of maps 
4 
A-B 
P 
between ordered sets A, B satisfy the conditions. 
PQP = P9 qpq = 4. (1) 
Such a pair of maps we shall call, simply, a connecfion. 
Recall, for a moment, the salient facts concerning Galois connections. A Galois 
connection consists of a pair p, q of maps 
4 
A-B 
P 
such that 
pq is increasing on A, qp is decreasing on B. 
In this event, it is easily proven that p and q are adjoint maps (actually, adjoint 
functors between A and B considered as categories) in the sense that for all elements 
XEA, DEB, 
XI q(y) if and only if p(x) I y. 
It follows that (1) holds, and that 
pq is a closure operator on A, 
qp is a coclosure operator on B. 
The image of the map q consists precisely of the (pq)-closed elements of A. If we cut 
the map p down to its image in B, then restrict it to the image of q, we obtain an iso- 
morphism from the set of closed elements of A to the set of coclosed elements of B. 
It is this theory of Galois connections which carries over almost without altera- 
tion, when we replace closure and coclosure operators by retraction operators, and 
Galois connections by connections. 
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Theorem 1. In any connection 
between ordered sets, the composites pq and qp are retraction operators, The maps 
p and q factor through a common retract R of A and B, 
A 
42 41 
LR’ B 
PI P2 
so that 
Image q = R = Image p, (2) 
P=PtP29 q=q142* (3) 
q2Pl=eR=p2qI. (4) 
Proof. pqpq =pq, so the composite pq is a retraction operator. Let R be the image 
of p, considered as an ordered set in the order induced by that on the set B, and 
define that maps 
p1 =p cut down to its image, 
p2= the embedding of R as a subset of B, 
q1 = the composite pq, cut down to its image, 
q2= the restriction of q to the image of p, 
Since Im qp c Imp = Im pqp c Im qp, the images of qp and of p are equal, and since 
qpq = q, equations (3) apply. For any element y E Imp, say p(x) = y, 
Also, 
so equations (4) hold, and R is a common retract of A and of B. Since q2p, = eR, R 
is isomorphic to the image of q2 = image pq = image q, and the isomorphisms (2) 
apply. q 
Converse to Theorem 1. If an ordered set R is a retract of an ordered set A and also 
of an ordered set B, say by maps pl, q2 and ql, p2 satisfying (4), we may define com- 
posites p =pIp2, q = q1q2. In that event, 
A&B 
4 
is a connection. 
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P4P=P1P24142PlPz=PIP2=P* 
and similarly, qpq = q. El 
Proposition 3. Let 
f 
A-B and BeC 
g 
be connections, and let h = gf, k = st be the corresponding retraction operators on B. 
The composite 
need not be a connection. However, if either of the following conditions hold, the 
composite is a connection: 
(a) one of h, k is a closure, the other a coclosure, 
(b) h, k commute: hk = kh. 
Proof. Fig. 4 furnishes a counterexample, because the composite fs is one-one, the 
composite tg is not, so fs# fstgfs. If, say, h =gf is decreasing, k = st is increasing, 
then 
fs=fgfsIfstgfslfsts=fs. 
If h, k commute, 
fstgfs = fgfsts = fs. 
The proofs that tg= tgfstg are analogous. 0 
5. Semi-invertible maps 
AmapA LB has a right adjoint, and thus is one of the maps in a Galois con- 
nection, if and only if it is residuated [2]. Which maps yrticipate in connections? 
f For each such map A- B there is surely a map A -B such that fgf =f. Let 
us call this map g a semi-inverse off, and say that f is semi-invertible. 
Proposition 4. A map A f -B is one of the two maps in a connection between A 
and if and only if f is semi-invertible. A map is semi-invertible if and only if it 
factors as a retraction followed by a coretraction. 
Proopf. Assume a ring A 
f -B is semi-invertible, f = fgf for some semi-inverse 
A -B. Then f forms a connection with the map g’=gfg from B to A, because 
g’fg’ = gfgfgfg = gfgfg = gfg = g’, 
fg’f=fgfgf =fgf =f* 
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Since every semi-invertible map A ’ l B is one of the maps in a connection, f 
cut down to its image in B is a retraction of A, and;he inclusion of the image in B is 
a coretraction. Conversely, if f = gh, A g R - B, where g is a retraction and 
h is a coretraction, then g has a left inverse p, h has a right inverse r 
g h 
A-R-B, 
P r 
where pg = eR = hr. By the converse to Theorem 1, 
is a connection. Consequently, the map f =gh is semi-invertible. 0 
Proposition 5. A composite of semi-invertible maps need not be semi-invertible. In 
fact, every map is expressible as the composite of two semi-invertible maps, namely 
a coretraction followed by a retraction. 
Proof. The inclusion map in the first part of Fig. 1 is not semi-invertible, because 
all maps in the ypposite direction can have only one element in their image. But 
every map A -B is expressible as a composite of the ‘graph’ off 
A exfp AxB 
(a coretraction), followed by the second component projection (see Proposi- 
tion 1). Cl 
Fig. 4. 
6. Retracts of complete lattices 
Proposition 6. A subset C of a complete lattice L is the image of a retraction 
operator on L if and only if C is also a complete lattice in the induced order. 
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Proof. This is well known [4]. If a subset Cg L is a complete lattice in the induced 
order, letfC AL be the embedding of C as a subset of L, and define a func- 
tion L-C by 
This function f is a ,map, and is right inverse to the embedding i (if= ec). 
Now assume L- L is a retraction operator with a subset C 5 L as image. Let 
B E C be any subset of the image, and define an element  E C: 
z=h AB. 
( > inL 
We prove that z is the infimum in C of the subset B G C. z is a lower bound for 
B c C, because h is order-preserving. If z’ is any other lower bound for B in C, then, 
as an element of L, z’s inf B, and z’= h(z’) I h(inf B) = z. Every subset B G C thus 
has an infimum in C, and C is a complete lattice in the induced order. 0 
The retraction operator fi used in this proof is by no means unique. We could 
have equally well used the retraction 
f’(~)=~~~{s~C:i(s)sx}, 
with the same coretraction L AC, to form a new retraction operator f’i with 
the same image. There are in general many retractions k such that ki= h, all satis- 
fying f’sksf. 
7. Retraction operators on a finite set 
For any ordered set X, let Retr(X) denote the set of retraction operators on the set 
X, arranged in the pointwise order. We can prove, with the help of Proposition 6, 
that for any finite lattice L, Retr(L) is also a lattice. The idea is to find a retraction 
operator h on the lattice Hom(L, L), the lattice of maps from L into L, such that the 
image of h consists precisely of the idempotent maps on L. 
f 
We need the following lemma concerning the powers of a function X-X on 
a set X. A function X g X is a power off if and only if there is some positive 
integer n such that g is the n-fold composite off, which we write g = f “. 
f 
Lemma 1. Every function X-----+ X on a finite set X has a unique idempotent 
power. 
f 
Proof. For any function X- X on a finite set X and for any element XE X, the 
elements 
x f(x), ffW *-* 
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are not all distinct. Define n = n(x) to be the least positive integer such that 
f”(x) =fk(x) for some integer k> n 
and define c = c(x) to be the least positive integer such that 
f”(x) =f” + ‘(x). 
For powers f k with kz n, the values f k(x) are repeated cyclically with period c, 
f”(x), f”+‘(x), . ..) f”+‘-‘(x) 
being the distinct values. Thus, if k is any integer satisfying the conditions 
then f 2k(x)= fk(x), and the power fk is ‘idempotent at x’. Conversely, if 
f 2k(x) = f k(x) for some positive integer k, then n I k since f n is the least power 
whose value at x is repeated, and k= 2k modulo c, so cl k. 
Now change notation, writing n(x) and c(x) for the numbers defined above. Since 
for a function to be idempotent it is necessary and sufficient that it be ‘idempotent 
at x’ for each x, we find that a power fk off is idempotent if and only if 
nlk and c/k, 
where 
n = $3; n(x), c= lX;L c(x). 
Distinct powers j, k, both satisfying these conditions, differ by a multiple of c, and 
thus by a multiple of c(x) for each x. The integer n is a lower bound for bothj and k; 
so also is n(x) for each x. For any element XEX, we have fj(x) = fk(x), as we have 
seen above. Thus fj= fk, and there is a unique idempotent function which is a 
power off. 0 
Lemma 2. Iff, h are two maps 
h 
A: A 
f 
on an ordered set A such that 
f 5 h and h idempotent, 
then f”Sh for aN powers f * off. 
Proof. We are given that f ’ I h. On the assumption that f “-I I h we may conclude 
f”=ff”-‘lfh<hh=h, 
so the result follows by induction. •i 
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Theorem 2. For any finite ordered set A, the set Retr(A) of retraction operators is a 
retract of the set Hom(A. A) of maps. 
Proof. For each map A f -A in Hom(A, A) let H(f) =f be the idempotent 
of f, the existence and uniqueness of which was proven in Lemma 1. The equality 
f =f holds if and only if the map f is idempotent, so the function His idempotent. 
We now show the function H preserves the pointwise order of maps. 
Let f, g be two maps in Hom(A, A) such that f I g. Then f kl gk for all positive in- 
tegers k. We choose a positive integer n such that gn=g, and a positive integer k 
such that fkn=3. The integer k can be so chosen because the integers m for which 
f m =3 include all sufficiently large multiples of the integer c, as defined in the proof 
of Lemma 1. 
We know f “Ig*=g, so by Lemma 2, all powers of f n (including f kn=f) are 
bounded above by 2. Thusflg, the function His a map on Hom(A,A) and is thus 
a retraction operator. 0 
Theorem 3. For any finite lattice L, the set Retr(L) of retraction operators on L is a 
lattice in the pointwise order. 
Proof. The subset Retr(L) is the image of a retraction operator on the finite (and 
therefore complete) lattice Hom(L, L). By Proposition 6, Retr(L) is a lattice. 0 
8. Problems 
In order to direct attention to certain areas which need further research, we 
formulate a few problems. We arrange the problems in increasing order of their dis- 
tance from the topics successfully treated in this paper. Thus the first problems, 
those tangential to the present work, are probably the hardest. 
Problem 1. Characterize those partitions of an ordered set which are kernels of 
retractions, and those subsets of an ordered set which are images of coretractions. 
The solution to the latter problem but only for complete lattices, is in Proposition 
6. The following condition of intermediacy is necessary: that for any subset B G A 
which is the image of a retraction operator on A, 
for all subsets X G B, Y G B, if X and Y have an intermediate lement in 
A, then they have an intermediate lement in B. 
(By an intermediate lement we mean an element z such that XI z I y for all XE X, 
all y E Y.) The crucial example to consider is the fence in Fig. 5. Neither of the sub- 
sets {x0,x,} nor {x0, y,) are retracts, yet they satisfy any intermediacy condition 
which does not mention the entire sequence and its absence of upper and lower 
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Fig. 5. 
bounds. Janowitz [2] and Rival [4,5] have done some interesting work in this direc- 
tion. 
Problem 2. Which composites of semi-invertible maps are semi-invertible? 
In particular, when is the composite of a coretract, followed by a retract, semi- 
invertible? 
Problem 3. When is the composite of two connections also a connection? 
An answer to this question supplies at least a common generalization of the condi- 
tion given in Proposition 3. 
Problem 4. If L is a complete lattice, is Retr(L) a complete lattice? If L is a lattice, is 
Retr(L) a lattice? 
The approach used for Theorem 3 does not suffice, because there are maps on a 
complete lattice whose powers do not ‘converge’ to an idempotent. Consider for in- 
stance the lattice of height 2 consisting of the numbers 0,2, . . . , 00 in the order 
Ocicco for all i= 1,2, . . . The map f defined by 
f(O)=0 and f(w)=@, otherwise f(i) = i+ 1, 
does not have an idempotent power. Another difficulty concerns maps cyclically 
permuting the elements on each level of the lattice to Fig. 6. 
Problem 5. Which pairs of retraction operators on an ordered set A commute? Try 
to give the answer in terms of the order on the set Retr(A). 
Problem 6. Two types of subsets of Retr(A) are of particular interest: 
(a) those retraction operators with a given partition as kernel, 
(b) those retraction operators with a given subset as image. 
Are subsets of types (a) or (b) retracts of the ordered set Retr(A)? A; equivalent 
description of these subsets is as follows: retraction operators A -A which 
factor though 
(a) a fixed retraction A f ;B, 
(b) a fixed coretraction A -B. 
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Fig. 6. 
The answer to part (a) is ‘no’, so the criterion should be restated: 
(a’) those whose partition dominates a given partition. 
Problem 7. Is Retr a functor on the category of ordered sets? Is it faithful? Of par- 
ticular interest is the reaction of Retr to the strengthening of the order on an ordered 
set. 
Problem 8. With respect to a fixed ordered set A, define the relative notion ‘A- 
strict’ for manic maps, and formulate the theory of relative completions for injec- 
tions C-A of ordered sets C. The relative completion B of C-A should be that 
retract of A toward C which lies ‘closest’ to C. That is, B should be the (A-strict)- 
injective hull of C, and should coincide with the maximal essential extension of C 
within A. This work will relativize the theory of Banachewski and Bruns [ll, and 
should yield a host of useful constructions. 
For the person who solves Problem 8, we have the following application. For an 
ordered set (X, w), the order relation o can be expressed as the intersection of total 
order relations A a on the same set X, that is o = n .A a. This is the theorem of Szpil- 
rajn-Marczewski [6,15]. Thus the diagonal map A 
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(x,QJ)~ flcxna, 
0 
is a strict manic map. If the set X is finite, the map d is a coretraction if and only if 
the ordered set (X, o) is a lattice, and otherwise the ‘relative completion’ of (X, w) 
in the product is the MacNeille completion. If (X, w) is itself totally ordered, A can 
be the identity, and thus a coretract, even though (X, o) need not be complete. Thus 
the ‘relative completion’ of an ordered set in a product of chains is an interesting 
construction somewhat weaker than the MacNeille completion. 
Problem 9. Formulate the notion of a connection between two categories, par- 
alleling the usual generalization from Galois connections to adjoint pairs of func- 
tars. The notion of a retract of a category, its ‘triple-ability’, and the factorization 
of a connection through a common retract should come easily. The interesting pro- 
blem is again like Problem 1, to find an intrinsic characterization of the retracts of a 
given category. 
Problem 10. Reconstruct he theory of Mobius inversion across a Galois connection 
[3,14] for these more general connections. 
A solution to this problem will permit us to reduce a Mobius or zeta function by 
summing its values on each level of a lattice, without losing track of the linear- 
inverse relation between the Mobius and zeta functions. For instance, we will be 
able to explain why, for a Boolean algebra, we have the linear-inverse relation 
holding both between ,U and [ (which take on the values 0, +I, -1 only) and also 
between triangular matrices of binomial coefficients, with and without alternating 
signs. 
Problem 11. Formulate the notion of a connection in linear analysis. 
Here we may make hasty references to Naimark’s idea of a partially isometric 
operator [ 1 l] and to the notion of a (Von Neumann) regular ring, in which the exis- 
tence of a q such that pqp=p figures prominently. 
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